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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of controllability of linear and nonlinear systems repre-
sented by ordinary differential equations in finite dimensional spaces has
w xbeen extensively studied. Several authors 5, 6, 14]18, 22, 25 have extended
the concept to infinite dimensional systems in Banach spaces with bounded
w xoperators. Triggiani 23 established sufficient conditions for controllability
of linear and nonlinear systems in Banach spaces. Exact controllability of
abstract semilinear equations has been studied by Lasiecka and Triggiani
w x w x12 . Quinn and Carmichael 21 have shown that the controllability prob-
lem in Banach spaces can be converted into one of a fixed-point problem
w xfor a single-valued mapping. Kwun et al. 11 investigated the controllabil-
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ity and approximate controllability of delay Volterra systems by using a
w xfixed-point theorem. Recently Balachandran et al. 1, 3 studied the con-
trollability and local null controllability of nonlinear integrodifferential
systems and functional differential systems in Banach spaces. The purpose
of this paper is to study the controllability of Sobolev-type integrodifferen-
tial systems in Banach spaces by using the Schauder fixed-point theorem.
The integrodifferential equation considered here serves as an abstract
formulation of Sobolev-type integrodifferential equations which arise in
w xmany physical phenomena 1, 7]9, 13, 20 .
Consider a nonlinear integrodifferential system of the form
Ex t 9 q Ax t s Bu t q f t , x t .  .  .  . .  .
st
q g t , s, x s , H s, t , x t dt ds, .  . .H H /0 0
w xt g J s 0, a , a ) 0,
x 0 s x 1 .  .0
 .where the state x ? takes values in the Banach space X and the control
 . 2 .function u ? is given in L J, U , the Banach space of admissible control
functions with U a Banach space. B is a bounded linear operator from U
 .into Y, a Banach space. The nonlinear operators f g C J = X, Y , H g
 .  .C J = J = X, X , and g g C J = J = X = X, Y are all uniformly
bounded continuous operators.
w xFor such a Sobolev-type equation, Brill 4 has studied the abstract
Cauchy problem for semilinear evolution equation when B s 0 and g s 0.
w xAlso, Kartsatos and Parrott 10 have studied pseudoparabolic problems
 .with operators A t, u , B s 0 and g s 0. In particular, this paper ist
w xmotivated by recent work on controllability by Balachandran et al. 1]3
w xand by Park and Han 9 .
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .  .The operators A: D A ; X ª Y and E: D E ; X ª Y satisfy the
w xhypotheses C for i s 1, 2, . . . , 4:i
w xC A and E are closed linear operators,1
w x  .  .C D E ; D A and E is bijective,2
w x y1  .C E : Y ª D E is continuous.3
w x w x  y1 .C For each t g 0, a and for some l g r yAE , the resolvent4
y1  y1 .set of yAE , the resolvent R l, yAE is a compact operator.
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w x w xThe hypotheses C , C and the closed graph theorem imply the1 2
boundedness of the linear operator AEy1: Y ª Y.
w x  .LEMMA 20 . Let S t be a uniformly continuous semigroup. If the
 .  .  .resol¨ ent set R l: A of A is compact for e¨ery l g r A , then S t is a
compact semigroup.
y1  .From the above fact, yAE generates a compact semigroup T t , t G 0.
5  .5 5  .5Thus, max T t is finite and so denote M s max T t .t g J t g J
 .DEFINITION. The system 1 is said to be controllable on the interval J
2 .if for every x , x g X there exists a control u g L J, U such that the0 1
 .  .  .solution x ? of 1 satisfies x a s x .1
w xC The linear operator W from U into X is defined by5
a
y1Wu s E T a y s Bu s ds, .  .H
0
where there exists a bounded invertible operator Wy1 defined on
2 .L J, U rker W and B is a bounded linear operator.
w xC The function f satisfies the following two conditions:6
 .  .i For each t g J, the function f t, ? : X ª Y is continuous, and
 .for each x g X the function f ?, x : J ª Y is strongly measurable.
 . 1 .ii For each natural number k, there is a function g g L Jk
such that
< <sup f t , s F g t , .  .k
< <x Fk
a1
lim inf g s ds s a - `, .H kkkª` 0
where a is a real number.
w x  .  .C For each t, s g J = J the function H t, s, ? : X ª X is con-7
 .tinuous, and for each x g X the function H ?, ? , x : J = J ª X is strongly
measurable.
w xC The function g satisfies the following two conditions:8
 .  .  .i For each t, s, x g J = J = X the function g t, s, ? , ? : X = X
 .ª Y is continuous, and for each x g X, H g X the function g ?, x, y :
J = J ª Y is strongly measurable.
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 . 1 .ii For each number k, there is a function h g L J such thatk
st
sup g t , s, x , H s, t , x dt ds F h t , .  .H H k /0 0< <x -k
a1
lim inf h t dt s b - `, .H kkkª` 0
where b is a real number.
 .Now the solution of 1 is given by the integral equation
ty1 y1x t s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  . .H0
0
t y1q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
s tt y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , H t , h , x h dh dt ds. .  .  . .H H H /0 0 0
2 .
 . t   ..  .Let Q t s H H t, s, x s ds. Then 2 can be written as0
ty1 y1x t s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  . .H0
0
t y1q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
st y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds. .  .  . .H H
0 0
In the next section the Schauder fixed-point theorem is used to establish
 .the controllability theorem for Eq. 1 under the above conditions.
3. MAIN RESULT
w x w x  .THEOREM. If the assumptions C ] C are satisfied, then the system 11 8
is controllable on J pro¨ided that
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5w xa q b M E 1 q aM B W E - 1. .
w x  .Proof. Using the assumption C , for an arbitrary function x ? define5
the control
a
y1 y1 y1u t s W x y E T a Ex y E T a y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  . .H1 0
0
a s
y1y E T a y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds t . .  .  .  . .H H /0 0
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It shall now be shown that when using this control, the operator S defined
by
ty1 y1Sx t s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  .  . .H0
0
t y1q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
st y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
 .  .from C J, X into itself for each x g C s C J, X has a fixed point. This
 .fixed point is then a solution of Eq. 1 .
Clearly,
a
y1 y1Sx a s E T a Ex q E T a y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  .  . .H0
0
a
y1q E T a y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
a s
y1q E T a y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
a
y1 y1s E T a Ex q E T a y t f t , x t ds .  .  . .H0
0
a
y1 y1 y1q E T a y s B W x y E T a Ex .  .H 1 0
0
a
y1y E T a y t f t , x t dt .  . .H
0
a t
y1y E T a y t g t , h , x h , Q h dh dt s ds .  .  .  .H H 5
0 0
a s
y1q E T a y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  .H H 5
0 0
s x1
It can be easily verified that S maps C into itself continuously. For each
natural number k let
5 5B s x g C : x 0 s x , x t F k , t g J . 4 .  .k 0
Then for each k, the set B is clearly a bounded, closed, convex subset ink
C and there exists a natural number K with SB ; B . If this is not theK K
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case, then for each natural number k there is a function x g B withk k
Sx f B , that is,k k
5 5Sx G k .k
1 5 5Then 1 F Sx , and sokk
y1 5 51 F lim k Sx .k
kª`
However,
y1 5 5lim k Sxk
kª`
a
y1 y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F lim k M E E x q M E g s ds .H0 k
0kª`
a
y1 y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5qM E B W x q E M E xH 1 0
0
a a
y1 y15 5 5 5q E M g t dt q E M h t dt ds .  .H Hk k
0 0
a
y15 5q E M h s ds .H k 5
0
5 y1 5 5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5s aM E q a aM E B W E M
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5q baM E B W E M q b E M
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5w xs aM E 1 q aM B W E
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5w xq bM E 1 q aM B W E
5 y1 5 5 5 5 y1 5 5 y1 5w xs a q b M E 1 q aM B W E - 1, .
a contradiction. Hence, SB ; B for some positive integer K.K K
In fact, the operator S maps B into a compact subset of B . To proveK K
this, it is first shown that for every fixed t g J the set
V t s Sx t : x g B 4 .  .  .K K
 .  4is a precompact in X. This is trivial for t s 0, since V 0 s x . So let t,K 0
0 - t F a, be fixed and let e be a given real number satisfying 0 - e - t.
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Define
tyey1 y1S x t s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  .  .  . .He 0
0
tye y1q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
stye y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
tyey1 y1s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  . .H0
0
tye y1 y1 y1q E t y s BW x y E T a Ex .  .H 1 0
0
a
y1y E T a y t f t , x t dt .  . .H
0
a t
y1y E T a y t g t , h , x h , Q h dh dt l ds .  .  .  . .H H
0 0
stye y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds. .  .  . .H H
0 0
 .  .  .  . .Since u s is bounded and T t is compact, the set V t s S x t :e e
4x g B is a precompact set in X. Also, for x g B , using the definedK K
 .control u t yields
5 5Sx t y S x t .  .  .  .e
ty1 y15s E T t Ex q E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  . .H0
0
t y1q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
st y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
tyey1 y1yE T t Ex y E T t y s f s, x s ds .  .  . .H0
0
tye y1y E T t y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
stye y1 5y E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
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t ty1 y1F E T t y s f s, x s ds q E T t y s Bu s ds .  .  .  . .H H
tye tye
st y1q E T t y s g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  .  . .H H 5
tye 0
ty1 y1 y15 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5F M E f s, x s ds q M E B W . .H
tye
at y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 < <= x q M E E x q M E f t , x t dt . .H H1 0
tye 0
a ty15 5 < <qM E g t , h , x h , Q h dh dt s ds .  .  .H H 5
0 0
s
y15 5 < <qM E g s, t , x t , Q t dt ds .  . .H H 5
tye 0
ty1 y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F M E g s ds q M E B W .H K
tye
at y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5= x q M E E x q M E g t dt .H H1 0 K
tye 0
a ty1 y15 5 5 5qM E h t dt ds q M E h s ds. .  .H HK K
0 tye
1 . 5 . .  . .5Since g , h g L J , it follows that Sx t y S x t is finite by theK K e
uniform boundedness principle. Thus, there are precompact sets arbitrarily
 .  .close to the set V t and so V t is precompact in X.K K
Next it is shown that
 4SB s Sx : x g BK K
is an equicontinuous family of functions. Let x g B and t, t g J such thatK
0 - t - t ; then
5 5Sx t y Sx t .  .  .  .
5 5 5 y1 5 5 5F T t y T t E E x .  . 0




y15 5 5 5 < <q T t y s E f s, x s ds .  . .H
t
t y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q T t y s y T t y s E B W .  .H
0
y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5= x q E T a E x .1 0
a
y15 5 5 5 < <q E T a y t f t , x t dt .  . .H
0
a s
y15 5 5 5 < <q E T a y t g s, h , x h , Q h dh dt s ds .  .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
t
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q T t y s E B W .H
t
y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5= x q E T a E x .1 0
a
y15 5 5 5 < <q E T a y t f t , x t dt .  . .H
0
a s
y15 5 5 5 < <q E T a y t g s, h , x h , Q h dh dt s ds .  .  .  . .H H 5
0 0
st y15 5 5 5 < <q T t y s y T t y s E g s, h , x h , Q h dh ds .  .  .  . .H H /0 0
t s
y15 5 5 5 < <q T t y s E g s, h , x h , Q h dh ds .  .  . .H H 5
t 0
5 5 5 y1 5 5 5 5 5F T t y T t E E x .  . 0
t y15 5 5 5q T t y s y T t y s E g s ds .  .  .H K
0
t
y15 5 5 5q T t y s E g s ds .  .H K
t
t y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q T t y s y T t y s E B W .  .H
0
a
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5= x q E T a E x q E T a y t g t dt .  .  .H1 0 K
0
a




y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5q T t y s E B W .H
t
a
y1 y15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5= x q E T a E x q E T a y t g t .  .  .H1 0 K
0
a
y15 5 5 5q E T a y t h t dt ds .  .H K
0
t y15 5 5 5q T t y s y T t y s E h s ds .  .  .H K
0
t
y15 5 5 5q T t y s E h s ds .  .H K
t
 .Now T t is continuous in the uniform operator topology for t ) 0. Since
 . 1 .T t is compact and g , h g L J , the right hand side of above inequal-K K
ity tends to zero as t ª t . Thus, SB is equicontinuous and also bounded.K
 .By the Arzela]Ascoli theorem SB is precompact in C J, X . Hence S isK
 .a completely continuous operator on C J, X . From the Schauder fixed-
point theorem, S has a fixed point in B . Any fixed point of S is a mildK
 .  . .  .  .solution of 1 on J satisfying Sx t s x t g X. Thus, the system 1 is
controllable on J.
4. EXAMPLE
The result from Section 3 is illustrated by showing its applicability to a
partial integrodifferential equation with nonlinear functions satisfying the
Caratheodory condition.
Consider the following differential equation with control term
­
z t , x y z t , x y z t , x .  .  . .x x x x­ t
s Bu t q m t , z t , x .  . .1 x x
st
q m t , s, z s, x , m s, t , z t , x dt ds .  . .H H3 x x 2 x x /0 0
w xwhere x g 0, p and t g J 3 .
z t , 0 s z t , p s 0, t g J .  .
w xz 0, x s z x , x g 0, p . .  .0
2w xIt is assumed that the following conditions hold with X s Y s L 0, p .
w xA The operator B: U ª Y, with U ; J, is a bounded linear1
operator.
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w xA The linear operator W: U ª X is defined by2
a
y1Wu s E T a y s Bu s ds .  .H
0
y1 2 .and has a bounded invertible operator W defined on L J, U rkerW.
w xA The nonlinear operator m : J = X ª Y satisfies the following3 1
three conditions:
 .  .i For each t g J, m t, z is continuous.1
 .  .ii For each z g X, m t, z is measurable.1
 .  . 1 .iii There is a constant n 0 - n - 1 and a function h g L J
 .such that for all t, z g J = X,
5 5 < <nm t , z F h t z . .  .1
w xA The nonlinear operator m : J = J = X ª X satisfies the fol-4 2
lowing two conditons:
 .  .  .i For each t, s g J = J, m t, s, z is continuous.2
 .  .ii For each z g X, m t, s, z is measurable.2
w xA The nonlinear operator m : J = J = X = X ª Y satisfies the5 3
following three conditions:
 .  .  .i For each t, s, z g J = J = X, m t, s, z is continuous.3
 .  .ii For each z g X, m t, s, z is measurable.3
 .  . 1 .iii There is a constant n 0 - n - 1 and a function k g L J
such that
st n< <m t , s, z , m s, t , z dt ds F k t z .  .H H3 2 /0 0
 .for all t, s, z, y g J = J = X = X.
 .  .Define the operators A: D A ; X ª Y, E: D E ; X ª Y by
Az s yz ,x x
Ez s z y z ,x x
 .  .respectively, where each domain D A , D E is given by
z g X : z , z are absolutely continuous, z g X , z 0 s z p s 0 . 4 .  .x x x
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Define an operator f : J = X ª Y by
f t , z x s m t , z x .  .  . .1 x x
and let
H t , s, z x s m t , s, z x , t , s, z g J = J = X , .  .  .  . .2 x x
s s
g t , s, z , H t , s, z x s m t , s, z x , m t , s, z x dt , .  .  .  . .H H3 x x 2 x x /  /0 0
w xx g 0, p .
 .Then the above problem 3 can be formulated abstractly as
Ez t 9 q Az t s Bu t q f t , z t .  .  .  . .  .
st
q g t , s, z s , h s, t , z t dt ds, t g J , .  . .H H /0 0
z 0 s z . . 0
 w x.Also, A and E can be written, respectively, as see 13
`
2 :Az s n z , z z , z g D A , . n n
ns1
`
2  :Ez s 1 q n z , z z , z g D E , .  . n n
ns1
 . ’where z x s 2rp sin nx, n s 1, 2, . . . , is the orthonormal set of eigen-n
functions of A. Furthermore, for z g X we have
` 1
y1  :E z s z , z z , n n21 q n .ns1
` 2yn
y1  :y AE z s z , z z , n n21 q n .ns1
yn 2
` t2 .1qn  :T t z s e z , z z . .  n n
ns1
It is easy to see that yAEy1 generates a strongly continuous semigroup
 .  . 5  .5 ytT t on Y and T t is compact such that T t F e for each t ) 0. Also,
w x w xthe operator f satisfies condition C 24 and the operators g and K6
w x w xsatisfy C and C . So all the conditions stated in the above theorem are7 8
 .satisfied. Hence the system 3 is controllable on J.
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